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Abstract

In recent years, mid-infrared (mid-IR) lasers have attracted a great interest over the 
world. During the development of mid-IR laser sources, the 2 μm Tm3+-doped fiber laser 
(TDFL) has played an important role for its specific emission wavelength between near-
IR and mid-IR. Its great potential applications include sensing, medical surgery, ranging, 
telecommunications, and pump sources for developing 3–5 μm laser systems. Though 
the continuous-wave (CW) output power of 2 μm TDFLs has been scaled to over 1000 W, 
high-pulse-energy ultrafast 2 μm TDFLs are still limited by nonlinear optical effects. In 
traditional soliton mode-locking, the pulse energy has an upper limit defined by the soli-
ton area theorem (or energy quantization principle). For improving the pulse energy of 
2 μm fiber lasers, dissipative soliton (DS) mode-locking may be one of the efficient solu-
tions. In this chapter, the current state of the art in high-energy ultrafast DS 2 μm TDFLs 
developed in our laboratory is reviewed, and the potential and prospect of this theme are 
analyzed. By introducing a new model, condensed-gain fiber mode-locking, we show 
that the soliton pulse energy of 2 μm TDFLs can be steadily scaled to over 10 nJ and vari-
ous soliton dynamics (harmonic mode-locking, soliton molecules, etc.) can be observed. 
Furthermore, DS mode-locking of TDFLs with one of the two-dimension-like materials 
(MoS2) is investigated.

Keywords: dissipative soliton, high pulse energy, Tm3+-doped fiber laser, mode-locking, 
ultrafast fiber laser

1. Introduction

In recent years, ultrafast 2 μm fiber lasers have attracted considerable attention around the 
world and have found extensive application in areas like LIDAR, surgical operation, molecule 
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spectroscopy, optical sensing, medical treatment, material processing, and nonlinear micros-

copy [1–8]. In application, ultrashort pulses are usually required to have high pulse energy, 
which is very important for both scientific and industrial aims. In addition, achieving high 
energy short pulses at various wavelengths is the persistent pursuit of laser scientists.

Compared to traditional solid-state lasers (SSLs), fiber lasers (FLs) are better candidates for 
generation of ultrashort laser pulses due to their advantages of compactness, robustness, and 
good laser beam quality. Conventionally, generation of short pulses from fiber systems is 
achieved by the soliton mode-locking mechanism. Various passive mode-locking techniques 
can be employed, including the nonlinear polarization rotation (NPR) [9, 10], the nonlinear 
loop mirror [11, 12], and the saturable absorber method [13, 14]. However, pulse energy of 
traditional solitons (with anomalous net cavity dispersion), which is based on the balance of 
dispersion and nonlinearity, is usually limited by the soliton area theorem [15, 16] or the pulse 
peak power clamping effect [17, 18] to less than 1 nJ. Therefore, fiber lasers still produce much 
lower pulse energy than their solid-state counterparts [19].

To improve the pulse energy of fiber lasers, many techniques have been proposed and explored 
[20–36], among which four kinds of mechanisms have played important roles: dispersion-
managed soliton [20–22, 37, 38], all normal dispersion mode-locking [39], self-similar soliton 
[27–30], and dissipative soliton (DS) [31–36]. By taking advantage of the balance between not 
only nonlinearity and dispersion but also gain and loss, DS mode-locked fiber lasers have 
realized pulse energy 1–2 orders of magnitude larger than those from conventional soliton 
mode-locking [31, 32]. However, although the DS pulse energy from 1 to 1.5 μm fiber lasers 
has exceeded 10 nJ [40–42] and even over 20 nJ [33–35], pulse energy of 2 μm DS fiber lasers 
still remains at a low level. This is because the currently available gain fibers (GFs) in the 2 μm 
region show relatively large anomalous dispersion, resulting in conventional soliton mode-
locking operation of 2 μm fiber lasers [43–48]. Therefore, the pulse energy is still governed by 
the soliton area theorem and clamped by peak power [15, 17].

DS mode-locking has been widely adopted as an efficient method to improve the pulse energy 
of 2 μm fiber lasers. To implement DS mode-locking, the whole cavity’s dispersion has to be 
pushed into the normal dispersion region. To that end, various methods have been proposed, 
e.g., inserting a chirped fiber Bragg grating into the cavity to provide normal dispersion [49] 

or incorporating specially designed dispersion-compensating fibers (DCFs) into the cavity 
[50–52]. However, these methods only improve pulse energy to around 1 nJ, and the great 
potential of DS mode-locking mechanism has not been fully explored.

Here, we will first present a new model to investigate the intracavity pulsing dynamics of a 
2 μm DS mode-locked fiber laser and show that (different from the 1 to 1.5 μm counterparts) 
the pulse energy of 2 μm DS fiber lasers is mainly limited by the nonlinear phase shift caused 
by the gain fiber, and thereafter we propose that the anomalous dispersive GF should be con-

densed as short as possible to efficiently decouple gain from dispersion and nonlinearity. We 
name it the condensed-gain fiber mode-locking (CGFML). By avoiding too much phase accu-

mulation, numerical simulations show that over 10 nJ DSs at 2 μm are readily feasible. After 
that, we carry out experimental operation of such CGFML of a 2 μm fiber laser, and a 4.9 nJ DS 
with 579 fs dechirped pulse duration is achieved. By further optimizing the cavity, the pulse 
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energy of such mode-locked fiber laser can be improved to over 12 nJ, which is comparable 
to that of conventional solid-state mode-locked lasers. Under high pumping levels, pulsing 
dynamics of the CGFML fiber laser are studied, and high-energy harmonic mode-locking is 
realized. Finally, we present high-energy mode-locking of 2 μm fiber laser with new devel-
oped 2D materials (MoS2) and also achieve over 15 nJ pulse energy. These research results 
indicate that the CGFML is a new route to develop high-energy fiber lasers with short pulse 
duration in the 2 μm wavelength region.

2. Condensed-gain dissipative soliton model and simulation for 

2 μm fiber lasers

Based on detailed simulation of the dynamics of short pulse propagating in various fiber 
circumstances, we found that the main factor that limited the pulse energy in 2 μm DS fiber 
lasers was related with nonlinear phase shift, which was primarily accumulated in the gain 
fiber. If we can efficiently control the nonlinear phase shift generated in the gain fiber, then 
the pulse energy of 2 μm DS fiber lasers probably can be significantly scaled. Therefore, we 
propose a condensed-gain fiber model where the gain fiber should be shortened as much as 
possible, and in the following, we give a detailed description about the model and carry out 
simulation about the pulse dynamics happened in a 2 μm DS fiber laser.

A simple schematic diagram for the CGFML model is shown in Figure 1(a) [53]. The fiber 
laser cavity mainly includes five elements: output coupler (OC), single-mode fiber (SMF), 
gain fiber (GF), dispersion-compensating fiber (DCF), and saturable absorber (SA). Here, we 
use a single-mode highly doped 2 μm thulium fiber as the GF. Light evolution (pulse shape, 
pulse intensity, and spectrum) in the laser cavity is traced through solving the well-known 
nonlinear Schrodinger equation (NLSE) [27], which needs the original equation:

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the condensed-gain fiber laser model shows the light flow in the cavity. (b) Experimental 
setup of the SESAM mode-locked fiber laser system with a linear cavity. OC, output coupler; SMF, single-mode fiber; GF, 
gain fiber; DCF, dispersion-compensating fiber; SA, saturable absorber [53].
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where U(z, τ) is the envelope of the light field, z is the propagation coordinate, and τ is the 
time-delay parameter. The SMF (8.2/125 μm, 0.14 NA) has a length of 1.4 m, with β2 = −67 ps2/
km and γ = 0.001 (Wm)−1, while the DCF (2.2/125 μm, 0.35 NA) is 1.5 m long with β2 = 93 ps2/km  
and γ = 0.007 (Wm)−1, respectively. The 0.2 m GF (5/125 μm, 0.24 NA), with β2 = − 12 ps2/km and  
γ = 0.003 (Wm)−1, has the gain (including saturation) as.

  g =  g  0   /  [1 +  E  pulse   /  E  
sat

   +   (ω −  ω  0  )    
2  /  Δω   2 ]   (2)

where g0 is the small-signal gain (here it is taken to be 30 dB), Epulse is the pulse energy, E
sat

 is 

the gain saturation energy, ω0 is the gain-center angular frequency, and Δω is the gain band-

width (assume 90 nm).

The saturable absorption effect of SA is included by using the transfer function:

  T = 1 −  l  0   /  [1 + P (τ)  /  P  
sat

  ]   (3)

where l0 is the unsaturated loss (take 0.7), P(τ) is the instantaneous power, and P
sat

 is the satu-

ration power. A critical factor for achieving DS is that spectral filtering is required to balance 
gain and loss. To that end, a 150-nm-bandwidth spectral filter (SF) is exerted on the SA.

Here, the split-step Fourier method is used to solve the NLSE. Simulation is started as the 
following procedure. With an initial white noise, the light is calculated in both temporal and 
spatial regions until a steady state is reached. The pump level and saturable effect are con-

trolled through changing the values of E
sat

 and P
sat

. When we take P
sat

 = 3.5 kW and E
sat

 = 3.4 
nJ, the pulse’s temporal and spectral evolution characteristics are shown in Figure 2 [53]. In 
this case, the stable solution of pulse energy is 5 nJ. Detailed variations of pulse shape/width 
and spectral shape are clearly shown. In the DCF, owing to the combined effects of normal 
group velocity dispersion (GVD) and nonlinearity (NL), the pulse propagates with its dura-

tion increasing monotonically. The broadened pulse is then compressed by the SMF and GF 
with anomalous GVD. The pulse’s spectrum has steep edges, and the bandwidth negligibly 
changes during the pulse circulating inside the cavity. However, the spectrum shape shows 
characteristic changes during the pulse evolution. The GF tends to amplify the spectrum’s 
center more, and thus, the spectrum top becomes more arched. At the same time, the ampli-
fied pulse gives rise to increased self-phase modulation, thus leading to sharp edge peaks of 
the spectrum. Then, after being successively shaped by SA, DCF, GF, and SMF, the spectrum 
recovers its nearly flat-top shape. We can also see the advantages of the condensed-gain fiber 
model from the phase shift during the pulse evolution. As shown in Figure 2(b) [53], after 

passing through the three different kinds of fibers (DCF, GF, and SMF), very little phase shift 
is accumulated by the GF, which is finally compensated by both the DCF and the SMF.

To gain deeper insight into the intracavity pulsing dynamics, a qualitative illustration for 2 μm 
DSs is summarized in Figure 3 [53], along with their 1 and 1.5 μm counterparts (insets) [54].  
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Figure 2. Evolution dynamics of pulse duration (black triangles) and spectral bandwidth (red circles) through different 
elements inside the laser cavity (a) and temporal phase of the pulse after DCF (black solid), GF (red dashed), and SMF 
(blue dotted) (b) and temporal (c) and spectral profiles (d) of the pulse after successive elements [53].

Figure 3. Schematic diagram for the amplitude and phase balances in a 2 μm fiber laser (insets show the counterparts of 
1 μm and 1.5 μm systems) [53].
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As shown in the insets, in the case of 1 and 1.5 μm, the GFs (Yb-doped or Er-doped) have 
normal dispersion and introduce positive phase shift, which can be compensated (even if 
the shift is large) by the negative phase shift provided by the SMF. However, it is quite dif-
ferent in the 2 μm wavelength regime, where the GF (Tm-doped) has anomalous dispersion 
and, thus, negative phase shift. To achieve soliton mode-locking, normally dispersive fibers 
(DCF and SMF) are thus required to be integrated into the cavity. However, too large normal 
dispersion value (long fibers) will induce large phase shift and consequently pulse splitting. 
Therefore, small net normal dispersion (caused both by DCF and SMF) places a tolerant phase 
shift region for the GF (purple area). A longer GF will induce much more significant phase 
shift (red-dashed arrow) than that incurred by the DCF or SMF (yellow- or green-dashed 
arrow). In the phase limitation range, shorter GF (red arrow) has a larger slope and hence can 
achieve higher pulse energy. On the contrary, longer GF (orange arrow), due to its smaller 
slope, has to sacrifice a large part of amplitude to reduce its phase shift under the tolerable 
level. Therefore, short GF should be adopted to achieve high energy pulses from a cavity in 
the 2 μm spectral region.

Based on the above analysis, we propose the condensed GF (shortened to a small length while 
providing adequate gain at the same time) to scale the pulse energy of DSs in the 2 μm and 
mid-infrared spectral regions. Within the phase limitation range, a condensed GF has a large 
slope (Figure 3 [53]) and thereby can provide high pulse energy.

To verify the advantages of CGFML in the 2 μm regime, we carry out simulations in a 
semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM) mode-locked fiber laser (Figure 1 [53]). 
The simulated maximum output pulse energies with various GF lengths are indicated in  
Figure 4(a) [53]. It is clear that decreasing the GF length will dramatically increase the pulse 
energy. Shortening the GF to 0.2 m, as high as 11 nJ pulses, is achieved, which is much higher 
than the pulse energy of tradition solitons (usually less than 1 nJ). This thus confirms that 
CGFML is an effective route for generating high-energy soliton pulses in laser systems with 
anomalous dispersion GFs (shortening the anomalous dispersion GF as much as possible).

3. High-energy dissipative soliton 2 μm fiber lasers

To verify the simulation results, we carried out a corresponding experimental observation of 
2 μm DS mode-locking with short GFs. These GFs are highly thulium doped, and the net cav-

ity dispersion is kept normal through adjusting the length of the DCF and SMF. Experimental 
setup is schematically shown in Figure 1(b) [53]. The pump source is a 1550-nm-CW Er/
Yb-codoped fiber laser with maximum output of 1 W. The pump light is delivered into the 
gain fiber (with absorption of ~1.2 dB/cm at 1550 nm) by wavelength-division-multiplexing 
(WDM) couplers with a coupling efficiency of 95%. The parameters of these three kinds of 
fibers are the same as used in the simulation. Total cavity dispersion is kept at a net normal 
value of ~0.04 ps2. On the output end, the perpendicularly cleaved fiber facet is employed for 
both laser feedback (~4% Fresnel reflection) and the output coupler (~96% output coupling 
ratio). The right side fiber end is directly butt coupled to the SESAM with a reflectance of 
~85% at 1900 nm, a modulation depth of ~25%, and a saturation fluence of ~35 mJ/cm2.
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Short lengths of single-cladding Tm-doped fiber (tens of centimeters) are chosen as the 
GF. Under stable mode-locking operation, maximum pulse energies with different GF lengths 
are shown in Figure 4(b) [53]. The experimental results clearly follow the trend of the simula-

tion prediction; that is, the pulse energy increases quickly as the length of GF decreases. When 
the GF length is shortened to ~15 cm, pulse energy of ~5 nJ is achieved, and detailed laser 
characteristics are shown in the following.

With the 15 cm GF, stable CW mode-locking is self-started when pump power is increased 
to ~650 mW. Owing to the large output coupling ratio suppressing the intermediate transi-
tions between the CW laser operation and the CW mode-locking regime [55], no Q-switching 
or Q-switched mode-locking is observed. The stable CW mode-locked operation maintains 
when pump power is increased up to the maximum 1 W available pump power. The maxi-
mum average output power of this 2 μm DS fiber laser is 158 mW. Figure 5(a) [53] shows the 
2 μm DS pulse train at the maximum output. The repetition rate is ~32 MHz, giving a pulse 
energy of ~4.9 nJ.

The laser spectrum, detected with a spectrometer (0.1 nm resolution), is shown in Figure 5(b). 
The center wavelength is 1918 nm and the 3 dB bandwidth is 15 nm. Steep spectral edges indi-
cate the typical characteristics of DSs [31, 32]. The radio-frequency (RF) spectrum (Figure 5(c))  

has a signal-to-noise ratio of ~52 dB, showing that the mode-locking state is very stable. We 
also use an autocorrelator to measure the pulse characteristics at the maximum output, and 
the pulse shape (autocorrelation (AC) trace) directly outputted from the laser cavity is indi-
cated in Figure 5(d). The autocorrelation trace is fitted well by a Gaussian curve, giving a 
pulse duration of 16 ps. Therefore, the time-bandwidth product of the 2 μm DS pulse is cal-
culated to be 18, which is highly chirped. For compressing this chirped pulse, we couple the 
output pulse directly into a ~25 m length of SMF-28 fiber. After dispersion compensation, the 
pulse is compressed to 579 fs (Figure 5(e)), and the time-bandwidth product reduces to 0.7.

This CGFML model can be readily extended to beyond 2 μm, e.g., mid-infrared fiber lasers to 
scale DS energy. According to this model, to achieve high-energy DSs, the GF length should 

Figure 4. Simulated (circle dots) (a) and measured (asterisk dots) (b) maximum pulse energy under different lengths of 
GF under the pump power of 1 W. The curves are exponential fittings [53].
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be as short as possible to keep phase shift within the phase limitation range while providing 
enough gain at the same time. To this end, the GF should be highly doped (short length with 
enough gain), so that gain can decouple from dispersion and suppress phase shift. This can 
efficiently avoid the pulses’ evolution to conventional solitons during amplification in the 
GF. This CGFML model can also be applied for ring laser cavities. In a ring cavity, the pulse 
passes every element only once during one cycle, leading to less phase shift accumulation. 
Therefore, a ring cavity has the potential to accommodate a larger phase limitation range and 
thus has a higher pulse energy generating possibility.

Scaling pulse energy. Based on the above condensed-gain model [53], we went to probe 
the upper limit of the pulse energy of 2 μm DS fiber lasers. In order to increase the pulse 
energy, we slightly increased the cavity fiber length, and therefore the pulse repetition rate 
will decrease and the pulse energy will be enhanced. In addition, we optimize the cavity 
parameters and manage the intracavity dispersion to scale the pulse energy of DS fiber laser 
in the 2 μm region. Here, we shorten the gain fiber to an optimal length and at the same time 
use a short piece of optimized single-mode fiber to compensate the dispersion.

Figure 5. The laser pulse train (a), laser spectrum (b), and RF spectrum (c) of the mode-locked Tm-doped fiber laser and 
the autocorrelation traces of the pulse before (d) and after (e) dispersion compensation [53].
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The experimental system is illustrated in Figure 6 [56]. Pump light from a continuous-wave 
(CW) Er/Yb-codoped fiber laser with maximum output of ~1 W centered at 1550 nm was 
coupled into the fiber through a 1550/1900 nm WDM. The laser cavity includes two pieces of 
SMF-28 fibers, 12 cm length of single-mode Tm-doped silica fiber (5 μm core and 0.24 NA) 
and 1.5 m DCF. The DCF was butt coupled to the SESAM, whose reflection combined with 
the ~4% Fresnel reflection of the perpendicularly cleaved output fiber end completed the laser 
cavity. The dispersions of the thulium fiber, the SMF-28 fiber, and the DCF at 1920 nm were—
12, −67, and 93 ps2/km, respectively [52], giving a total net cavity dispersion of ~0.004 ps2. The 
SESAM had a relaxation time of 10 ps and a modulation depth of 25%.

When we increased the pump power to 456 mW and at the same time carefully adjusted the 
SESAM, stable mode-locking was observed and could maintain up to the maximum pump 
power (1.09 W). Under different pump levels, the average output power was measured, and 
the pulse energy could be estimated based on the pulsing repetition rate. As shown in Figure 7,  

Figure 6. Schematic of the thulium-doped fiber laser passively mode-locked by a semiconductor saturable absorber 
mirror (SESAM). EYFL, erbium/ytterbium-codoped fiber laser; WDM, wavelength division multiplexer; SMF, single-
mode fiber; TDF, thulium-doped fiber; DCF, dispersion-compensating fiber [56].

Figure 7. Average output power and pulse energy of the mode-locked fiber laser versus launched pump power [56].
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Figure 9. Laser spectrum of the mode-locked pulse [56].

both average power and pulse energy increase near linearly with pump power, and the maxi-
mum output power and pulse energy are 263 mW and 12.07 nJ, respectively. Figure 8 shows 
the pulse duration versus pump power measured with an autocorrelator. The pulse duration 
displays a linear increase with pump power, indicating that the pulse was highly chirped. 
Large chirp is a typical characteristic of DSs for supporting high pulse energy. The laser spec-
trum, as shown in Figure 9 [56], locates at 1928.2 nm and has FWHM (full width at half maxi-
mum) bandwidth of 2.65 nm. The comparatively narrow spectrum width can be attributed to 
the high chirp-induced decrease of the pulse peak power. The spectrum shape is very similar 
to that of another recent report about DS fiber laser at the 1 μm regime [57].

Figure 10(a) shows the pulse train of the mode-locked fiber laser measured at the maximum 
output level. The pulse train has repetition rate of ~21.8 MHz, consistent with the total 

Figure 8. Pulse duration (autocorrelated trace) of the mode-locked fiber laser versus launched pump power [56].
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cavity length of 4.7 m. Figure 10(b) displays the autocorrelation trace of the pulse, giving 
a FWHM width of 43.5 ps if sech2 pulse shape is assumed. Based on the spectral width of 
2.65 nm, the pulse has a time-bandwidth product (TBWP) of ~9.3, indicating the presence 
of large chirp.

4. Dissipative soliton dynamics of 2 μm fiber lasers

The repetition rate of a passively mode-locked fiber laser is usually limited by the total cav-

ity fiber length, and the pulsing repetition rate is generally of several MHz to tens of MHz. 
However, high-repetition-rate laser pulses are required in some application areas, including 
biological imaging [58], optical communication [59], and so on. If the high-repetition-rate 
laser pulses also have high pulse energy, then they are more preferred [60]. There are many 
ways to generate high-repetition-rate laser pulses from fiber lasers, but the most efficient 
one may be passive harmonic mode-locking. With harmonic mode-locking, the pulsing 
frequency will be highly multiplied just through increasing the intracavity light intensity 
to get higher-order harmonics. However, the single pulse energy usually decreases with 
increasing harmonic order. The pulse energy of harmonically mode-locked fiber lasers is 
limited by either pulsing instability or energy storage capability of fibers [61, 62]. In the 
2 μm region, passively harmonic mode-locked fiber lasers, especially high-pulse-energy 
ones, are seldom reported.

Here, based on the CGFML and through appropriate designing the cavity dispersion map 
and adjusting the cavity gain, we experimentally realize multiple orders of harmonic mode-
locking of 2 μm Tm-doped fiber laser (TDFLs) with a SESAM. To achieve high pulse energy, 
we design this laser to operate in the DS state and adopt a linear laser cavity. We observe sta-

ble harmonic mode-locking up to the fourth order, and the pulse energy of all these harmonic 
pulses is larger than 3 nJ, with the highest one being 12.37 nJ of the fundamental frequency 
pulsing. Besides harmonic mode-locking, we also observe soliton molecule mode-locking 
state of this 2 μm DS mode-locked fiber laser.

Figure 10. Dissipative soliton: (a) pulse train on oscilloscope and (b) autocorrelation trace of the single pulse at the 
maximum output level [56].
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The laser system we adopted for the passively harmonic mode-locked 2 μm DS fiber laser has 
a simple configuration, as shown in Figure 11. It is mainly consisted of 1.1 m length of stan-
dard SMF (β2 = −67 ps2/km), 0.11 m length of thulium-doped fiber (β2 = −12 ps2/km), and 3.5 m 
length of DCF (β2 = 93 ps2/km). The total cavity net dispersion is estimated to be ~ 0.25 ps2. A 
commercial 2 μm SESAM was adopted as the modulator, which has a modulation depth of 
25% and relaxation time of 10 ps. A 1.1 W 1550 nm CW Er/Yb-codoped fiber laser was used 
as the pump source, and a WDM was adopted to launch the pump light into the cavity. The 
DCF was directly butt coupled to the SESAM. A 0.3-m-long SMF with one end perpendicu-
larly cleaved was employed as the output coupler, and the ~4% fiber facet Fresnel reflection 
finishes the laser cavity together with the SESAM.

First, we stimulated the laser to operate in the fundamental frequency mode-locking state. 
This was achieved through increasing the pump power to over a threshold value (here is 
456 mW) and at the same time carefully adjusting the position of the SESAM. Once attained, 
the fundamental frequency mode-locking state could be sustained up to the maximum avail-
able pump power (1.1 W). This mode-locking state has a pulse frequency of 21.7 MHz, rightly 
consistent with the total cavity length of 4.71 m. At the maximum pump level, the average 
output power was 268 mW, giving a single pulse energy of 12.37 nJ for the fundamental fre-
quency mode-locking.

After accomplishing the fundamental frequency mode-locking, we carefully tuned both the 
pump power and the SESAM position to achieve higher-order harmonic mode-locking. Here, 
harmonic mode-locking transition was obtained through changing the intracavity gain, and 
different light intensity leaded to different pulse dynamics [64]. Harmonic mode-locking 
from the first to the fourth order was consecutively observed, as presented in Figure 12 [63]. 
Compared to the fundamental mode-locking, the pump power had to be increased to over 
708 mW to achieve the higher-order harmonic mode-locking. This clearly indicates that more 
gain is required for sustaining high-order harmonic mode-locking than the fundamental fre-
quency mode-locking. RF spectrum of different harmonic orders at their maximum output 
powers is shown in Figure 13. No clear supermode noise was observed for the fundamental 

Figure 11. Schematic of the passively mode-locked thulium-doped fiber laser. WDM, wavelength division multiplexer; 
SMF, single-mode fiber; TDF, thulium-doped fiber; DCF, dispersion-compensating fiber; SESAM, semiconductor 
saturable absorber mirror [63].
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and the fourth harmonics, but certain supermode noises were present for the second and the 
third harmonics. The SNR for the fourth harmonic mode-locking state is ~38 dB.

Here, the harmonic transfer was achieved through changing the light intensity, which is dif-
ferent from those based on polarization variation [61, 62]. By tuning the SESAM, we change 
the light spot size incident on the SESAM and therefore change the light intensity and thus 
nonlinear phase shift. In addition, the cavity loss is also altered through tuning the SESAM. At 
the appropriate pump level, careful balancing nonlinearity and dispersion, and gain and loss, 
finally leads to different harmonic mode-locking states.

Figure 12. DS pulse trains for (a) fundamental HML at 21.7 MHz, (b) second-order HML at 43.4 MHz, (c) third-order 
HML at 65.1 MHz, and (d) fourth-order HML at 86.8 MHz [63].
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In each harmonic mode-locking state, we increased the pump power to the maximum avail-
able level, measured the maximum output power, and calculated the corresponding maxi-
mum pulse energy, and the results are shown in Figure 14. The highest single pulse energy is 
12.37 nJ, achieved with the first-order harmonics. With increasing harmonic order, the pulse 
energy decreases significantly due to that more pulses (every round trip) need to share the 
laser power. For the fourth-order harmonics, the maximum single pulse energy is 3.29 nJ. We 
have also observed the sixth- and eighth-order harmonics mode-locking, but they were not 
stable. This is probably because that the available pump power (thus gain) is not high enough 
to balance the loss. Therefore, if higher pump power is provided, higher-order 2 μm HML 
DSs are expected.

Figure 15(a) shows the laser spectrum of the fundamental pulsing and the successive three 
high-order harmonics measured at their maximum output levels. All these spectra are similar 
and have a near-triangle shape and center wavelength of 1929 nm. With increasing harmonic 
order, spectral width tends to narrow a little bit, which is consistent with the theoretical pre-

dictions [65] and experimental results [62, 66]. For the first harmonics, the FWHM width is 
3.26 nm, while for the fourth harmonics, the FWHM width is decreased to ~2.5 nm. To get more 
insight of the pulsing characteristics, we measured autocorrelation (AC) traces of both the fun-

damental mode-locked DSs and high-order harmonics with an autocorrelator. We found that 

Figure 13. RF spectrum of the fiber laser for the (a) first-, (b) second-, (c) third-, and (d) fourth-order harmonics [63].
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the AC traces of all these harmonics have similar shape and width and the AC of the fundamen-

tal mode-locking pulse is present in Figure 15(b). As shown, the AC trace has a FWHM width 
of 46.37 ps, corresponding to pulse width of ~30 ps when a sech2 pulse shape is assumed. For 
the first-order harmonics (fundamental mode-locking), the time-bandwidth product (TBP) of 
the pulse is calculated to be close to 8, indicating that the pulse was moderately chirped.

Under every stable mode-locking state, carefully tuning the SESAM can lead to another novel 
multi-soliton state, the soliton molecule mode-locking. Figure 16 shows two typical kinds 
of soliton molecules, doublet and the triplet soliton molecules. Soliton molecule is formed 
through soliton splitting and strong interaction between separated solitons. The total energy 
of a soliton molecule entity is proportional to the number of single-soliton constituents [67], 

but the single-soliton’s energy is actually decreased. Under, respectively, maximum pump 
powers (624 and 660 mW), the output powers of the doublet and the triplet soliton molecules 

Figure 14. Maximum single pulse energy and average output power of the 2 μm harmonic mode-locked fiber laser at 
several harmonic orders [63].

Figure 15. (a) Spectra of the first- to fourth-order harmonic mode-locking solitons and (b) autocorrelation trace of the 
first-order harmonics [63].
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are 72 and 95 mW, respectively, corresponding to soliton molecule energies of 3.32 and 4.38 
nJ. While their single-soliton energies are 1.66 and 1.46 nJ, respectively.

5. Dissipative soliton 2 μm fiber lasers mode-locked with 2D 
materials

Although 2 μm Tm3+−doped fiber lasers (TDFLs) have valuable applications in sensing, medi-
cal surgery, industrial machining, and scientific experiments [68, 69], applications require 
high-peak-power and/or high-energy laser pulses, which are generally produced by using 
Q-switching [45, 70] or mode-locking [43, 44] methods. Compared with Q-switching, mode-
locking can provide much narrower pulse duration and higher peak power.

Passive mode-locking is usually the preferred choice to get short pulses from 2 μm TDFLs, 
especially with the maturely developed semiconductor SAs as modulators [47]. However, 
semiconductor SA has some drawbacks such as complex design and growth procedure [71] 

and narrow working wavelength range. Recently, graphene (a monolayer of two-dimensional 
(2D) carbon atoms in a honeycomb structure) has attracted great attention for mode-locking 
of 2 μm TDFLs [72, 73] due to its advantages of large absorption [74], wide operation spectral 
range [75], and ultrafast recovery time [76]. Another kind of 2D material MoS2 has also been 
extensively explored to mode-lock fiber lasers [57, 77–80]. Although monolayer MoS2 is a 

direct band semiconductor (the bandgap determines the energy of photons to be absorbed), 
studies have proven that layered MoS2, through introducing stoichiometric defects (non-ideal 
atomic ratio), also possesses wideband absorption and saturable absorption features [81]. 
Thereafter, extensive researches have been dedicated to exploring of mode-locking operation 
and related characteristics of fiber lasers in the 1 μm [57, 77] and 1.5 μm [78–80] wavelength 
regions. Owing to large anomalous dispersion of the gain fiber and lower absorption of lay-

ered MoS2 at 2 μm, mode-locking operation with this kind of 2D material and corresponding 
behavior in the 2 μm region still need further verification.

Figure 16. Experimentally measured doublet (a) and triplet (b) soliton molecule pulse trains [63].
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Here, through combining the CGFML and multilayer MoS2, we show that mode-locking capa-

bility of layered MoS2 sheets can be definitely extended to the 2 μm wavelength region. With 
a linear cavity incorporated with the multilayer MoS2 modulator, fundamental mode-locking 
in the DS regime for 2 μm Tm3+ fiber lasers is achieved. At the same time, through elongating 
the total fiber length, thus decreasing the mode-locking repetition rate, the pulse energy can 
be scaled to over 15 nJ.

The multilayer MoS2 was synthesized with the liquid-phase exfoliation method (LPE) [6], 

and the MoS2 nanosheet was transferred onto a gold mirror acting as SA. Raman spectrum 
of the MoS2 on the mirror was detected with a spectrometer, and the results are shown 
in Figure 17(a). The spectral position of the E2g

1 and A1g modes (~383 cm−1 for E2g
1 and 

~408 cm − 1 for A1g) shows that the MoS2 sample has a thickness of approximately four 
layers [82]. With a self-constructed 1940 nm ~800 ps fiber laser as the probe source, the  
reflection method was used to measure the saturable absorption of the sample, and  
the transmittance of the multilayer MoS2 on the gold mirror is shown in Figure 17(b) [6]. 
The nonlinear optical parameters were obtained by using a simple saturable absorption 
model of [57]

  T (I)  = 1 −  α  0   × exp  (− I /  I  
sat

  )  −  α  
ns

    (4)

here, T(I) is the transmission, α0 is the modulation depth, I is the input intensity, I
sat

 is the satura-

tion intensity, and α
ns

 is the non-saturable absorbance. The measured modulation depth α0, non-
saturable loss α

ns
, and saturation intensity I

sat
 were 13.6%, 16.7%, and 23.1 MW cm−2, respectively. 

The modulation depth is comparable to that measured in the 1 μm region [57, 77] but larger 
than that in the 1.5 μm region [79, 80]. This large modulation depth of the MoS2 SA at the 2 μm 
wavelength region is efficient for suppressing wave breaking in mode-locking operation [83].

Figure 17. (a) Raman spectrum of the adopted multilayer MoS2 sheets and (b) nonlinear absorption of the multilayer 
MoS2 sheets coated on a gold mirror [6].
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The schematic diagram of the experimental setup for the MoS2 mode-locked TDFL is shown 
in Figure 18. A 1550-nm-CW Er/Yb-codoped fiber laser with maximum output of ~1 W was 
used as the pump source, and a WDM coupler was used to launch the pump light (with an 
efficiency of ~95%). The Tm3+-doped silica gain fiber (5/125 μm, 0.24 NA) has core absorption 
of ~350 dBm−1 at ~1550 nm, and 12 cm length of gain fiber was adopted. The dispersion of the 
gain fiber at 1.9 μm is −12 ps 2 km−1. A 4 m length of SMF-28 fiber was spliced at the output 
end. To provide normal dispersion, 4.6 m dispersion-compensating fiber (DCF) (2.2 μm, 0.35 
NA core) was spliced to the gain fiber. The dispersions of the DCF fiber and the SMF-28 
fiber at 1.9 μm are 93 and − 67 ps 2 km−1, respectively [52]. The total net cavity dispersion is 
~0.05 ps2. The DCF fiber was butt coupled to the MoS2 sheet, which was transferred onto a 
high-reflection gold mirror. High reflection of the gold mirror and the ~3.5% Fresnel reflection 
of the perpendicularly cleaved output fiber facet completed the laser cavity.

Under pumping, the 2 μm laser first went to CW operation when pump power was over 
430 mW. When the pump power was increased to over 630 mW, the laser came to the sta-

ble Q-switching regime. Then, further raising the pump power to over 700 mW and care-

ful adjusting the MoS2 position, stable mode-locking operation of the TDFL occurred, which 
could be sustained up to the available maximum pump power. The output power is linearly 
dependent on the pump power, and the maximum output power is 150 mW, as shown in 
Figure 19 [6]. The slope efficiency is 43.6% with respect to pump power. The laser spectrum 
of the mode-locked TDFL is centered at ~1905 nm with a FWHM bandwidth of 17.3 nm. This 
spectral width is much larger than that of the 1 and 1.5 μm counterparts [57, 77–79], showing 
potential much narrower transform-limited pulse duration of this mode-locked TDFL.

The laser pulse trains obtained at the maximum output level are shown in Figure 20(a) 

[6]. The 103.4 ns period time corresponds well to the cavity round trip time (the total fiber 
length is ~10 m), showing that the mode-locking operates at the fundamental frequency of 
9.67 MHz. The intensity stability between different pulses is >95%. Considering the 150 mW 
output power, single pulse energy reaches 15.5 nJ. This is the highest pulse energy ever 
achieved in mode-locked 2 μm fiber lasers with MoS2 modulators, and this also demon-

strates that 2D material MoS2 has a great potential in high-power photoelectronics and 
integrated photonics.

Figure 20(b) displays the single pulse at the maximum power level, which has a Gaussian 
shape and a FWHM width of 716 ps. This 2 μm DS pulse width is comparable to the 1 μm coun-

terparts [57, 77]. Combined with its spectral width, the 2 μm DS pulse has a time-bandwidth  

Figure 18. Experimental setup of the mode-locked Tm3+ fiber laser. EYFL, erbium/ytterbium-codoped fiber laser; SMF, 
single-mode fiber; DCF, dispersion-compensating fiber [6].
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product of ~1200, indicating that the mode-locked laser pulse is highly chirped. Chirping 
pulse also somehow contributes to high pulse energy. In fact, 2D MoS2 (monolayer or few-
layer) has ultrafast recovery times of tens of femtoseconds [84] and ~100 ps [85, 86], corre-

sponding, respectively, to the intraband transition and interband transition of excited free 
carriers. Recently, mode-locking with similar multilayer MoS2 SAs has achieved femtosecond 
time-scale pulse durations [79, 80, 87]. Based on the pulse spectral width (17.3 nm) in our 
experiment, a Fourier transform-limited pulse width of ~247 fs is expected provided that the 
entire pulse chirp can be compensated.

We also measured the RF spectrum of this MoS2 mode-locked fiber laser, and the RF spectrum 
(with resolution of 0.1 MHz) is shown in Figure 21 (left panel). The fundamental pulsing 
frequency is 9.67 MHz, which is correspondent to the total cavity length. Over the 100 MHz 
range, no other supermode oscillations are present. The right panel of the figure shows the 
ninth-order harmonics in a smaller frequency window (20 MHz), and the signal-to-noise ratio 
is also >40 dB, showing that the MoS2 mode-locked fiber laser is comparatively stable.

Figure 19. Output (left) and spectrum (right) of the mode-locked Tm3+ fiber laser. Square dots are measured data and 
the solid line is linear fitting [6].

Figure 20. Laser pulse train (a) and single pulse (b) of the MoS2 mode-locked Tm3+ fiber laser measured at the maximum 
output level. Insets show the oscilloscope traces [6].
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6. Conclusions and prospects

In recent years, 2 μm fiber lasers with short pulse duration have received great research 
interests due to great application potentials of 2 μm light sources in areas such as LIDAR, 
surgical operation, molecule spectroscopy, remote sensing, etc. However, applications usu-
ally require high pulse energy, which is hard to achieve with traditional soliton mode-locked 
fiber lasers. Although various mode-locking mechanisms have been proposed to improve the 
pulse energy of ultrafast fiber lasers, e.g., dispersion-managed soliton, all normal dispersion 
mode-locking, self-similar soliton, and dissipative soliton (DS), the pulse energy achieved 
with 2 μm mode-locked fiber lasers is still much lower than their 1 and 1.5 μm counterparts. 
This is because that currently available gain fibers and passive fibers are generally anomalous 
dispersive at 2 μm, which makes mode-locking lie in the traditional soliton regime, and the 
pulse energy is thus limited by the soliton area theorem clamped by peak power.

DS, based on the balance of both dispersion and nonlinearity and gain and loss, provides a 
new route to improve the pulse energy of ultrafast fiber lasers. Up to now, pulse energy in 1 
and 1.5 μm regions based on DS mode-locking mechanism has been over 20 nJ, giving pulse 
energies 1~2 orders of magnitude larger than that from conventional soliton mode-locking. 
However, it is still difficult to generate comparable high energy pulses in 2 μm DS fiber lasers, 
because of large anomalous dispersion occurred in 2 μm gain fibers.

In order to make advantage of DS mode-locking and improve the pulse energy of 2 μm mode-
locked fiber laser, we propose a condensed-gain fiber mode-locking (CGFML), in which the 
gain fiber should be as short as possible to minimize the nonlinear phase shift caused by the 
gain fiber. Based on this model, we give detailed exploration of the pulsing dynamics and 
pulse energy scaling potential of 2 μm thulium-doped mode-locked fiber lasers in several 
regimes and confirm that this kind of DS mode-locked fiber laser can generate pulse energy 
over 10 nJ, improving the pulse energy by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude.

Figure 21. Radiofrequency spectral profile of the mode-locked Tm3+ fiber laser [6].
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In the primary experimental operation based on this model, the 2 μm DS mode-locked 
Tm-doped fiber laser with a linear cavity delivers 4.9 nJ DSs with pulse duration of 579 fs 
after being dechirped. Then, through increasing pump power or managing the cavity disper-
sion map, the pulse energy of this DS fiber is improved to ~12 nJ. We also observe that high-
pulse-energy harmonic mode-locked DSs from 2 μm Tm-doped fiber lasers, with single pulse 
energy of 6.27, 4.32, and 3.29 nJ for the second- to the fourth-order harmonics. Thereafter, DS 
mode-locking of 2 μm TDFL with 2D material (multilayer MoS2) is investigated, and through 
decreasing the pulsing frequency, the pulse energy is scaled to 15.5 nJ. This improves the 
pulse energy of 2 μm mode-locked single-mode fiber lasers to approaching the 1 and 1.5 μm 
counterparts. All these results show that CGFML DS can be an efficient way to produce high-
energy ultrafast pulses from 2 μm TDFLs.

To further scale the pulse energy of the CGFML DS in 2 μm TDFLs, more condensed GFs 
(which has been available currently) should be adopted, and the total cavity dispersion map 
should be optimized. Therefore, with higher pump power, more condensed GFs, and further 
optimized parameters, ultrafast 2 μm pulses with even higher energy are readily feasible.

This CGFML model can be readily extended to beyond 2 μm, e.g., mid-infrared fiber lasers 
(usually with anomalously dispersive gain media) to scale DS energy and thus is an efficient 
pulse energy scaling route for anomalous dispersive fiber lasers.
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